
            Electromagnetic motor 



Background information & rationale  
Connecting wire to a battery over a magnet can make a 
motor.This can also be used to turn on a light bulb or a mini 
fan.
the current travels through the wire which is called the amature 
of the motor. 

  t



Research question hypothesis/prediction
could we build a simple electromagnetic motor, out of a battery 
a magnet, and a coil of wire, to power something on?



Materials List:
-D Battery
-Two Needles
-playdoh
-electrical  Tape
-22 gauge wire
-round magnet 



1.use electrical tape to tape needles to the battery at each end with the eye of the 
needle facing up.

2. Make a copper coil and put ends of the coil of wire inside of needles.

3. Set round magnet on top of d battery.

4. Place the motor on playdough/ molding clay 

Procedures/Methods



Results and data visualization  
1. We did it the original 

way but the wire was 
too thin.

It did not spin The paper clips got hot

2. We tried to make a 
replica of the the first 
one 

It did not spin nor did it get hot 

3.  We bought more wire 
that was the right size 
and needles 

 It did not spin The wire and needles got 
hot 

4. We made a better 
replica and added more 
electrical tape and less 
wire

It did not spin The wire and needles got 
hot 



Discussion and interpretation 
What we could do next time to make our project work better 
is make the wire that holds the coil stronger, we can also 
use different batteries to make the motor stronger.



Implications and ideas for future research  
Motors are important because they power everyday machines.
We built a electric magnetic motor because it would be good that we 
are not using oil or gas because of pollution.

We decided to do this project because we wanted to show that motors 
can power something other than cars.
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